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THE EXPERTS

1 Denton bought
the vintage Neiman
Marcus knives off
a prop stylist at a
photo shoot.

Some of the city’s most polished
people share their patented secrets for
fashion, entertaining and interior design
by si mon e ol i v e ro
s t y l i n g a n d p ho t o gr a p h s
by t h e c ov e t e u r

2 They use Dotey’s
grandmother’s
swimming trophy—she
won it in 1931—as a
salt cellar. “It’s a neat
thing to bring to the
table,” says Denton.

2

3 Dotey bought this
print, an ad from the
’50s, on plan59.com
with money from his
first cheque for
illustration work.

the entertainers

™

Ashley Denton and Paul Dotey
This couple knows how to throw a party. Denton,
a food stylist, and Dotey, a typesetter at Random
House, share an eclectic and colourful aesthetic that’s
evident in the mid-century decor of their Danforth
home—and the dinner parties they host in it. Most
soirees start with a silkscreened invitation (“We use
Facebook, too,” says Denton, “but personal invites
are more fun”) and a theme—taco night is a favourite.
There’s good wine (California’s Beringer Vineyards
is the couple’s go-to) and good music (a perfectly
curated playlist will start with Fleetwood Mac and
work its way up to Robyn and Passion Pit). And while
most end tastefully with dessert at 10 p.m., sometimes the results can be much more spectacular—
one recent fête lasted 14 hours.

4

1

3

4 “If we’re not too
lazy, we sometimes
iron our dinner
napkins,” says Denton.

!

5 Denton’s brother
made the massive
harvest table as a
wedding gift. Everyone
at the wedding signed
the underside.
6 Denton and Dotey
always serve cheese
from Scheffler’s Deli
in the St. Lawrence
Market. Here’s Dragon’s
Breath Blue from Nova
Scotia, alongside
smoked cheddar and
goat cheese.
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“We use Facebook, too,
but personal invitations
are way more fun!”
—Ashley Denton
¡

9

6

5

7
8
7 The bow ties were
a wedding gift made
by their friend
Christopher Sherman,
the social media
manager at The Bay.

8 Denton and Dotey
are big on trivets
(they have a lot of
wood). Their favourites
are brass and come
from Mjölk.

9 Taco nights involve
grilled whitefish or
braised pork on corn
tortillas. They serve
it with pickled red
onions, pico de gallo
and lime crema.

! Denton brings his
Le Creuset cast iron
pots—he has a huge
collection—directly
to the table, so guests
can help themselves.

¡ The vintage
cocktail forks were a
host gift from a good
friend who works as
a prop stylist.

™ Their signature
drink is a Pimm’s cup:
two parts ginger ale
to one part Pimm’s,
garnished with fruit
and cucumber.
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the fashion fetishist
Aya McMillan

1

Aya McMillan loves shoes. She’s a style editor and
writer—she’s worked for Flare and Elle Canada, and
was just appointed editorial director at Glam Media
Canada—which means she has a professional-sized
shoe collection. She has more than 100 pairs in
total, most with a dangerous high heel. Her closet
holds a mix of vintage pieces and new online finds,
as well as hand-me-downs from her incredibly
stylish family (she says she inherited a love of
travel and a taste for gin and tonic from her grandmother, along with some great jewellery). The
result is a woman who’s impeccably dressed,
whether attending fashion shows, strolling the
Champs Élysées (Paris is her favorite city) or just
horsing around with her rescue dog, Maybelline.
Yes, like the makeup.

2

1 The satin
Pompadour pumps
are by Christian
Louboutin. They were
a gift from the design
house.

2 McMillan inherited
the antique decanters
from her aunt. The
glasses are from
William Ashley.

4

3

“If you’re going to buy a classic piece like a Chanel
bag, Paris is the place to do it”—Aya McMillan
6
8

5

7

photo credit contributor name tk

9
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!

3 McMillan scooped
up her quilted Chanel
flap bag in Paris. “If
you’re going to buy
such a classic piece,
that’s the place to
do it.”

4 She got the white
Burberry Prorsum
tuxedo two years ago
at an outlet in Buffalo.
“It’s great when you
want that cool Bianca
Jagger vibe.”

5 The pastries are
from La Bamboche.
“They’re a perfect
fusion of Japanese and
French, two of my
favourite cultures,”
she says.

6 The clutch
belonged to McMillan’s
mother, who carried it
on her wedding day.
It’s made of the same
kimono fabric she was
married in.

7 McMillan swears
by Yves Saint Laurent
makeup, which she
takes with her
everywhere.

8 The compact
mirror comes from
Tokyo. McMillan’s
parents go every year,
and they brought it
back as a gift.

9 The shoes are
Martin Margiela from
Shopbop. McMillan
does a lot of her
shopping online, for
the convenience and
the selection.

! The jewellery used
to belong to McMillan’s
grandmother, who
died two years ago at
94. “She was always
beautifully turned
out,” she says.
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the designers

Matt Carr and Joyce Lo

4 The globe is from
Machine Age Modern
in Leslieville. Carr
and Lo have become
experts at scouring the
city for vintage finds.

After living in Leslieville for three years, Matt Carr,
a designer at Umbra, and Joyce Lo, head buyer at the
Drake General Store, bought an aging 1,000-squarefoot commercial space in Brockton Village to accom
modate their new arrival, baby Ever. They gradually
renovated the place level by level, keeping features
like exposed brick and hardwood floors but otherwise gutting it to make way for their quirky collection of vintage accessories, mismatched furniture
and unique art pieces.

5 The pink ceramic
chandelier in their
bedroom is from the
St. Lawrence Antiques
Market.

6 Carr and Lo bought
the German weather
map for $40 at the
St. Lawrence Market.
They use it in lieu of a
traditional headboard.

4

1

“Vintage has character. There’s a story to the items
that we don’t know. You ask yourself, ‘How many
hands have touched this?’ ”—Matt Carr

2

3 Carr and Lo have
kept lots of souvenirs
from their adventures.
The apothecary
bottles and decanters
are from Argentina, the
candle from a grocery
store in Nicaragua.
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2 They found the
Leander crib at Advice
From a Caterpillar in
Summerhill.

7

photo credit contributors name tk

3

1 The couple loves
neon colours. They
ordered the tape in
their daughter’s room
from a Japanese
design company called
Kamoi Kakoshi Co.

7 The painting is
another find from the
St. Lawrence Antique
Market. Carr and Lo
thought it was funny
because the boy is
smoking a cigarette.

8 The EAT sign is
from Machine Age
Modern. The card
stand was a
centrepiece from
Ever’s baby shower.

9 The couple has
brass accents
throughout the
house—lamp bases,
chairs, and accessories like this desk tray.
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The Beauty Team
Our picks for the grooming gurus you’ll
need to keep on speed dial

by de n i s e b a l k i s s o on a n d si mon e ol i v e ro
p ho t o gr a ph s by e m m a m c i n t y r e

We subjected ourselves to manicures
and facials, got buffed and peeled
within an inch of our lives, spent hours
on the massage table—work, work,
work—all to smoke out the city’s alpha
beauty wizards. Here, 15 professional
prettifiers who will transform your
look from schlubby to show-stopping.
ROCKY-STYLE TRAINER

HAIR COLOURIST

The staff trainer at the Granite
Club and personal trainer for
private clients is a CrossFit
disciple, so his intense workouts involve little equipment
(barbells and medicine balls)
and lots of sweat. His client
roster includes Bay
Street execs and a
few Toronto Argos,
but he’s as adept
with newbies as he
is with fitness nuts.
$95/hour.
416-807-1769.

The stylist and owner of Oskar
on Scollard is probably the only
Yorkville colourist who teaches
his clients how to touch up
their own roots. It’s not an
entirely selfless pursuit—
Varela stakes his reputation
on how great his clients look
between appointments. For
longevity, he recommends
semi-permanent colour from
Schwarzkopf or L’Oréal, which
provides a gradual fade instead
of a skunk-like stripe. Basic
colour starts at $95, highlights
at $125, and a $30 to $50 gloss
treatment can help revive
hair between full dye jobs.
68 Scollard St., 647-346-3306.

Chris de Sousa Costa

BUDGET MANICURIST
Helen Nguyen

At Mani Pedi Spa, the $15
manicure makes you feel like
a hundred bucks. Nguyen, the
owner, opened her eight-chair
salon five years ago, and it’s
become a bustling locus for
Rosedale ladies seeking chipresistant Shellac polish and
perfectly squared French tips.
Clients and nail technicians
greet each other by name,
regulars get their own dedicated files and buffers, and
the nail and cuticle work is
as precise as brain surgery.
Helen’s brother, John, will
even go outside and feed your
parking meter. 1177 Yonge St.,
416-924-2828.

Oskar Varela

TEETH WHITENER

Georgia Thomas

A stint in Georgia Thomas’s
chair doesn’t come cheap—
$550 for 90 minutes—but you
get what you pay for. Thomas,
a dental hygienist and the
owner of Impressions Dental
Hygiene Spa, uses only highconcentration gels
and the highestquality peroxides
to reduce posttreatment sensitivity
and gum burns.
1956 Danforth Ave.,
416-916-6061.

CUSTOM PERFUMERS

Kirsten Menkes and
Ashlee Firsten

Aromachology founders
Menkes and Firsten let scent
seekers choose from several
bases—like floral, gourmand
and woodsy—then finish their
fragrances with top notes like
jasmine–Egyptian musk and
juniper berry–carnation.
There’s a station with all the
heady aromas at Jacob and
Sebastian, where mixing and
matching is as enjoyable as the
final product. $160/100 mL.
622 Queen St. W., 647-345-0478.

YOGA GURU

Jodi Fischtein

At 889 Yoga’s new Thompson
Hotel studio, yin yoga expert
Jodi Fischtein arranges students into Indian poses chosen
to stretch the connective tissues beneath muscles, increasing blood flow and helping
joints stay fluid. After a few
minutes, stiff hips spasm and
then finally release. $21 a class
or $80 for five. 550 Wellington
St. W., 416-601-3589.

SUGAR WAXER

Cailey Ward

With a flick of the wrist,
Sugarmoon’s Cailey Ward
frees you of pesky fuzz using
a thick paste of lemon juice,
water and sugar, then gleefully
shows you the roots of the hair
she’s stripped off. Unlike traditional hot wax, sugaring binds to the hair
follicles but not the
skin, minimizing
irritation and
burns. From $12.
2 College St.,
416-215-7216.
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MEN’S BARBER

Roger Janes

The two-chair barbershop
Blood and Bandages, decked
out with nudie pics and taxidermy, is a veritable man cave,
but the city’s pomade-slicked
masses come by for more than
testosterone. Janes, the owner,
is a whiz with the clippers,
attentive to the details that
separate real barbering from
Topcuts: pristine parts, sharp
edges and tight fades. It’s the
kind of supersuave, retro ’do
that will make
you look like you
stepped off the
set of Boardwalk
Empire. $26.
932 College St.,
416-357-9178.

MASSAGE THERAPISTS

Salvatore Spatafora and
Marina Featherstone

synthetic or mink, average out
at a luxurious (but still practical) 13 millimetres and last for
three gloriously mascara-free
weeks. From $122. 257 Danforth
Ave., 416-405-9465.

SKIN SAVER

Dr. Sandy Skotnicki

LASH LENGTHENER

Jennifer Caruso

If you’re sick of jabbing yourself in the eye with a mascara
wand, Rayne Spa lash
extender Caruso is your new
best friend. Caruso, who
honed her technique at MAC
for 12 years, will introduce you
to more lengths and thicknesses than you knew existed.
With a ridiculously steady
hand, she attaches each individual fake lash to your real
ones. The falsies are either
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This dermatologist and medical director of the Bay Dermatology Centre is known for her
Selphyl treatments, or “vampire facelifts.” For the procedure, Skotnicki takes blood
from the arm and spins it in
a centrifuge to separate the
plasma, which is then injected
under the eyes to plump up
the face. Unlike synthetic
f illers, the natural
plasma triggers new
cell growth and collagen production.
At $1,200 per session,
it’s a rock-bottom
price for immortality.
790 Bay St., Ste.
536, 16-515-8808.

The couples’ treatments at the
Ritz-Carlton spa are so intoxicating you’ll be tempted to set
up permanent camp on one of
the temperature-controlled
tables. For the two-hour Floating on a Cloud Together option,
massage therapists Spatafora
and Featherstone perform ahhinspiring full-body rubs and
aromatherapy treatments.
Afterward, you can prolong
your vacation from real life
with a glass of complimentary
champagne in the spa’s skylit
lounge. $600. 181 Wellington St.
W., 416-572-8000.

MAKEUP ARTIST

Sandra Milligan

For a camera-ready face,
socialites call on Milligan, the
founder of Boxx Cosmetics.
She’s a master of the unnaturally natural look—dewy
cheeks, porcelain finishes,
just-bitten lips; the kind of face
that screams, “I’m not wearing
a lot of makeup, I just happen
to be the most beautiful person
you’ve ever seen.” (Her products are equally natural—the
whole line is paraben- and
formaldehyde-free.) For special clients, she’ll even make
house calls. From $75 for full
makeup. 416-921-8608.

BLOWOUT KING
Beni Sicilia

When he’s not making Liam
Neeson and Catherine Keener’s locks red-carpet ready,
Beni Sicilia is creating
bouncy, voluminous, fuss-free
blowouts at Blowdry Lounge,
his midtown salon. Instead
of using curling irons and
straighteners, Sicilia—
who has trained with Marc
Anthony and worked at Toni
and Guy—keeps things simple: direct blow-dryer heat
(he uses a Parlux 3800), round
brushes and brute strength.
From $35. 1343 Yonge St.,
416-847-2569.

DUDE-FRIENDLY FACIALIST
Helena Rosenberg

Shaving hurts, but part of that
pain can be alleviated—if
you’re willing—with proper
exfoliation. The Spa at the
Hazelton Hotel offers the Discovery for Men, a facial procedure specifically designed for
tougher, oilier male skin. Lead
aesthetician Helena Rosenberg
uses high-end Valmont products from Switzerland to clean deep
into your pores,
transforming your
face from razor burn
ridden to baby soft.
$140/hour.
118 Yorkville Ave.,
416-963-6300.

BROW THREADER
Wendy Cho

Her own eyebrows are works
of art—perfectly arched and
tapered—and she offers the
same precision to her clients.
Before even touching your
unkempt brows, Cho will
assess your face to determine
which arch shape will best
highlight your features.
The thread, positioned in the
opposite direction of hair
growth, strips hair
at the follicle level,
creating a clean,
uninterrupted shape
along the brow bone.
From $30. Salvatore
Leonetti Salon,
69 Yorkville Ave.,
416-849-9385.
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Street Gangs

A field guide to five of the city’s trendsetting style tribes, their
sartorial ideals and their signature accoutrements
by si mon e ol i ve ro an d court n e y sh ea
p hotograph s by nor man wong

ANDREW
McCRACKEN,
Motorcycle shop owner

The Brandies
GRACIE
CARROLL,
Blogger

Eyelash
extensions,
because the
Twiggy eye
is back. From
$110. Mync,
104 Yorkville Ave.,
647-351-8888.
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These guys are Dundas West meets
the Old West: a bartender who
makes his own ginger infusions;
a Kensington barber who studied
the straight-razor shave; a biker
who swoons over restored choppers
and artfully weathered leather
jackets. They’re the type every guy
wants to emulate, if not by committing to the full-sleeve tattoo, then
at least by adopting the attitude.
They’ve got a potent swagger that
oozes from their pores like Old
Spice. They may have a Deadwoodcalibre handlebar moustache,
or be an era jumper, echoing any
number of other bad-boy gang
traditions, with a smidge of Frank
Sinatra thrown in. They’re our
refined answer to the urban outlaw.

MARTA
TRYSHAK,
Blogger
DYLAN
REIBLING,
Filmmaker

CLAIRE
EDMONDSON,
Filmmaker

GET THE LOOK

The Saloon
Keepers

Giles jacket,
$1,820, and
ungaro pants,
$1,145. Both cut
with surgical
precision. The
Room at The
Bay, 176 Yonge St.,
416-861-6251.

KATE
CORBETT,
Fashion editor

Six-inch
stompers by
Charlotte
Olympia,
$1,030.
The Room at
The Bay.

The carry-all bag: mini pashli
by 3.1 Phillip lim, $720. TNT,
87 Avenue Rd., 416-975-1810.

illustrations by aleksandar janicijevic

High fashion, high drama, high
heels—the city’s label queens,
the Brandies, are a little closer to
God than the rest of us. They have
special powers, too, including the
ability to procure some fabulous
designer friend’s clothing months
before it’s in stores. Avid attendees
of Fashion Week, Brandies favour
frequent blowouts and prohibitively
pricey shops. Their style signatures
include impeccable tailoring, an
ingenious way with patterns and
colours, and open disdain for
unpolished looks. Their clothing
choices can be slightly inaccessible,
sometimes veering into wardrobeas-work-of-art territory. And they’re
willing to test drive a risky new
trend—first-wave adopters of harem
pants, caftans, perilous plunging
Vs and pyjamas as evening wear.
This level of fashion worship requires
a serious commitment. A Brandie
is perpetually chasing the next
handbag high.

TEO PAUL,
Chef

JON ROTH,
Barber

Lace-ups that kick ass by Frye
Fulton, $300. Get Outside,
437 Queen St. W., 416-593-5598.

TAYLOR CORRIGAN,
Restaurant manager

The staples: blue chambray
shirt by REIGNING CHAMP,
$148. Woodlawn,
1491 Dundas St. W.,
416-551-8000.
Slim-cut Levi’s 511
Commuter Jeans,
$98. Lost and Found,
1255 Dundas St. W.,
647-348-2810.

Old Spice,
to satisfy the
longshoreman
in him. $8.
Shoppers
Drug Mart.

Tattoos
from the
Pearl Harbor
Gift Shop.
Specifically by
Daniel Innes.
24 Kensington Ave.,
416-595-7184.
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The Betties
Two parts Draper, one part Page,
the Betties are a study in style
contradictions. On the one hand
they’re classic and pointedly oldfashioned, with dainty vintage
footwear, early-’60s full skirts and
plump red pouts. But they also
have a wild streak that might be
visually represented by a tattoo,
or any number of piercings. Above
all, the Betties value whimsy
and originality, hence their natural
shopping habitat of second-hand
havens like Kensington Market
and various one-of-a-kind sales.
They occasionally feel like they
were born in the wrong decade and
probably consider a garage sale
tea set among their most treasured
possessions. Just don’t be surprised
when they serve Jim Beam instead
of Earl Grey.

MOIRA ROE,
Events
coordinator

TARA
MACDONALD,
Vintage
retailer

EMILIA
DIEDERICHS,
Pilates instructor

LORI-ANNE
KRAUSEWITZ,
Milliner

GET THE LOOK
Tom Ford Nikita Frames,
whether she needs glasses or not.
$380. Holt Renfrew, 50 Bloor St. W.,
416-960-7817.
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MACKENZIE YEATES,
Fashion coordinator

Floral 1950s
dress. For a
Betty, it’s as basic
as a white T. $165.
Gadabout Vintage,
1300 Queen St. E.,
416-463-1254.

A dainty Marimekko
teapoT, $80. Good
Egg, 267 Augusta Ave.,
416-593-4663.
Russian Red, the requisite
scarlet lipstick. $17.50. MAC,
363 Queen St. W., 416-979-2171.
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PETER FITT,
Stylist

ARIEL NEUER,
Lawyer

The Suitables
For these dapper gents, business
attire is anything but an excuse
to blend in. They pair contrasting
textures with aplomb, adding just
the right amount of personality
via statement loafers, cufflinks or
an unusual cut or collar. Of course,
this type of sartorial verve takes
a good deal of charisma, which the
Suitables have in spades. Envy is
viewed as a weakness, which is why
a man of this pack is apt to silently
seethe over a competitor’s perfect
suit. Find these guys in finance,
fashion or any other profession where
one-upmanship is all in a day’s
work. And when the week is done,
expect to spot them enjoying a stiff
cocktail at one of the city’s many
preen-and-be-seen hotel lobby bars.

ALEX FILIATRAULT,
Hotel executive

JAMIE
WEBSTER,
Filmmaker

GET THE LOOK
An unfussy
Sandqvist
case, $450.
GotStyle,
60 Bathurst St.,
416-260-9696.
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ZANE ABURANEH,
Retailer

Bay Street
mule, because
he’s man enough
to mix vodka,
sauvignon blanc
and ginger beer. $15.
Bymark, 66 Wellington
St. W., 416-777-1144.

Made-to-measure
suits are a must,
including this
three-piece
Pal Zileri in
greY, $2,950.
Via Cavour,
87 Avenue Rd.,
416-925-1866.

Heads turn for a
bow tie, from $62.
Brooks Brothers,
200 Bay St.,
416-368-0162.
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SHANNON
McCONNELL,
Producer

ALANA
KA’KIA,
Stylist

The New
Bohemians
The neo-bohos breeze through
the urban landscape as if a Serge
Gainsbourg song were following
them. They make art—photographs,
or sculptures fashioned from fallen
birds’ nests they find in the ravine.
One of their trademarks is their
naturally wavy, ombre-highlighted
hair, for which they have a collection
of panamas and trilbies. They find
them in old haberdasheries or take
them from their dad’s (professorial)
coat rack. Boho girls always look
like they’re ready to strum a guitar.
Cool as a cucumber, they make
every sartorial choice look easy—
flowy maxi dresses, a set of Bollywood
bangles, a pair of oxfords, worn
denim. Bras are optional. They’re
a Joni Mitchell–Patti Hansen–Sienna
Miller megamix.

TARA
NEWELL,
Barista

PAULA SINTON,
Music executive

GET THE LOOK
The Dean fedora
looks good on anyone.
$110. Big It Up,
58 Spadina Ave.,
416-591-0864.
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TRACY
SHUMATE,
Photographer

topshop
eyelet
peplum
blouse,
because she
likes romance.
$48. The Bay.

GEOMetric Bangles,
made for stacking.
$36. Coal Miner’s Daughter,
744 Queen St. W.,
416-629-6610.

Rag and Bone
booties,
for that urbancountry vibe.
$575. TNT,
87 Avenue Rd.,
416-975-1810.

